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Abstract - By using newly developed Mie-scattering ellipsometry (MSE), the growth 
of carbon particles injected in a methane rf plasma was monitored. It was observed 
even by unaided eyes that the particles became arranged in hexagonal lattice structure. 
The particles were identified by a scanning electron microscope observation to have 
monodisperse spherical shapes grown to p m size by uniform coating . This Coulomb- 
solidification process was analyzed by MSE with the aid of video and photographic 
monitoring. The Coulomb-coupling parameter at the liquid-to-solid phase transition 
was estimated to be around 200, which is close to a theoretically predicted value of , 

170. Conditions of faster and efficient growth were also investigated for application to 
tailored particle synthesis. 

I NTROOUCTI O N  

Recently dusty plasmas have been investigated intensively( l), and much effort is being paid for getting 
rid of particles in microelectronics manufacturing( 1). On the other hand, dusty plasmas which contain a 
substantial number of negatively charged particles show interesting characteristics which dlffer from 
those of ordinary plasmas. One noticeable feature is the formation of Coulomb solids, as predicted by a 
theoretical consideration of Ikezi(2). Triggered by this prdction, three successful results were 
independently published last year, almost at the same time(3-5). Coulomb solidification is also of interest 
in the fields such as space plasma physics and solid state physics because a laboratory Coulomb crystal 
can be a visual model in microscopic or macroscopic scale for the problems in those fields. From a 
technological viewpoint, the process may be used for the synthesis of m c l e s  with tailored structures 
because the solidification can provide a method for mass manipulation of particles without mutual 
coagulation. However, it is important for such purpose to have a suitable method for in sifu monitoring 
of particle behaviors and properties, and to understand the mechanisms involved in the solichfication 
process in more detail. 

Recently we have developed a Mie-scattering ellipsometry (MSE) method(6) and monitored the growth 
of carbon particles injected in a methane plasma(7). In our experiment a Coulomb solid has been 
successfully formed from particles grown to p m size(3). Discontinuous changes were observed in both 
the growth rate and the density decrease at about 30 min after the particle injection. This period of time 
matches well with the transition from liquid to solid phases as verified by side and top viewed 
photographs. In this paper, we review briefly the MSE method and then describe the results of particle 
growth and Coulomb-solidification processes with the aid of observations by a video camera and a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). From the obtained results on the shape, size, distribution , density, 
and charge of particles, the Coulomb-coupling parameter is estimated and dlscussed for the solidification 
condition. In the last part, some experiments for the faster and efficient growth of spherical carbon 
particles are tried by changing the plasma conditions and the feed gases. 

MIE-SCATTERING ELLIPSOMETRY 

For spherical monodisperse particles, the ellipsometric parameters (Y , A ) for the Mie scattered light 
are defined by the ratio of the scattering amplitude function of a parallel polarization component in the 
scattering plane S z  to that of a perpendicular one SI as follows(6); tanYexp(iA) = SdS1, where SI and 
S2 are functions of the scattering angle, the diameter of particles, and the refractive index(8). When 
particles have polydisperse size distribution, the scattered light generally results in some depolarization 
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( a )  

even if the incident light is fully polarized. In this case 
the Stokes vector (I, Q, U, V) is used for the calculation 
of the polarization state(6,9). The resultant Stokes vector 
for polydisperse particles is obtained by the summation 
of each component over the size distribution as X = 
Z Xi (X = I, Q, U, V). Then the elli sometric 

relations; Q/I = -cos(2Y ), U/I = .u sin(2V )cos( A ), 
V/I = -,u sin(2Y )sin( A ), where .u is the degree of 
coherence which appears due to the imperfect coherency 
of the two polarization components for polydisperse 
particles. Therefore, the ellipsometric parameters can be 
obtained independently of ,u from the four components 
of the Stokes vector as functions of mean size and size 
dlstri bution. 

parameters (q, A)  can be obtained from the F ollowing 
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The arrangement for the Mie-scattering ellipsometry is 
shown in Fig.l(a). The light beam from an argon-ion 
laser (wavelength: 488 nm, output power: 100 mW) was 
linearly polarized at a 45' azimuth from the plane of 
scattering by a Glan-Taylor prism polarizer. After the 
scattering from particles in the plasma, the polarization 
state of the scattered light was measured at a right angle 
from the incident beam by use of arotating-analyzer 
system( 10). The sets of components (I, Q. U) and (I, Q, 
V) were obtained without and with placing a quarter- 
wave plate, respectively, of which the fast axis was set 
at an azimuth of 90' . 

GROWTH OF CARBON PARTICLES 
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Fig.1 Schemes of (a) arrangement for Mie- 
scattering ellipsometry and @) experimental 
chamber for the carbon particle growth. 
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on the V - A  mrdinate  plane in Fig.Z(a). First, the parameter Y 
increased gradually with a slight change of A ,  and at Y > 45' , 
drawing counterclockwise loops on the coordinate plane. 

The simulation of ellipsometric parameters was performed 
assuming spherical shapes with a variable complex reflective index 
n = ni + i ~(6). As for the size distribution, the log-normal 
distribution function was assumed as 

where d is the particle diameter, dm the geometric mean diameter, 
and u the  geometric standard deviation. As the particle diameter 
was increased, the tmjectory turned clockwise for absorbing 
particles (nz # 0) ,while it did counterclockwise for non- 
absorbing particles (nz = 0). From the comparison of experimental 
results with the calculation, it is seen that the growing particles 
are non-absorbing at 488 nm. As for u , the calculated trajectory 
converged to certain values with larger u values. From the ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g r a p h d ~ ~ t d ~ l ~ ~  
experimental trajectory it is suggested that the standard deviation capped in 
must decrease as the particle diameter increases. This means that 
the size distribution of the particles has changed from polydisperse to rather monodisperse. Thus, a 
modified size distribution function was assumed, which was the log-normal for the first injected carbon 
particles and the translation-operated log-normal on a linear size scale for the grown particles. Figure 2 
(b) shows the result of the simulation, in which the geometric mean size of 50 nm, the geometric 
standard deviation of 1.5 are taken for the distribution of the initially injected particles and the refractive 
index of the growing particles is taken to be 1.53. The simulated trajectory agrees with the experimental 
results. The deviation of the trajectory from the experimental one at the stasf (not shown in Fig.2) is 
attributed to the difference of the refractive index between pure carbon and hydrogenated carbon(7). 

From the results the following scheme can he imagined for the growth of the carbon particles. The 
carbon soots were coated by hydrogenated amorphous carbon during the entrapment in a methane 
plasma. The smaller value of refractive index than that of a hydrogenated amorphous carbon film may he 
due to the lower density of the mated layer, in which the volume fraction of void is estimated to be 25%. 
The closer agreement of the trajectory by the model of translation-operated log-normal size distribution 
on a linear scale than that of log-normal with a constant geometric standard deviation indcates that the 
particles are equally coated independent of their initial size. The SEM photograph of particles grown for 
180 minis shown in Fig.3. The almost spherical shape of (3.0?0.1)&i m diameter shows that particles 
have also been coated isotropically. 

plasma for 180 -. 

C O U L O M B  CRYSTAL F O R M A T I O N  

When carbon particles were kept growing, it began to be seen in video pictures that the liquid pattern 
freezes in the illuminating laser beam after approximately 30 min. This indicates that parhcles were fixed 
and ordered in the plasma-sheath boundary above the lower (grounded) electrode. Interparhcle distance 
was enlarged with time and the arrangement could be seen more clearly. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show 
photographs of the ordered particles taken at 180 min after the injection viewed from a side v@Vport 
and from an upper viewport through a 3mm diameter hole in the rf electrode, respectively. It can seen 
from Fig.4(a) that particles are arranged laterally in five layers, and also in the vertical direction. The 
arrangement of the particles in the lateral plane seen in Fig.qb) is closely-packed and identified to be 
hexagonal, although some disorders or lattice mismatches are observed. Most of the lattice points do not 
indicate deviation or fuzziness although several layers were stacked vertically. This means that the 
particles are mostly aligned vcrtically, and each lattice point consists of one particle. From these 
observations, it can be concluded that particles formed a Coulomb crystal in the closely packed 
hexagonal structure as illustrated three dimensionally in Fig.4(c). Thus, it is suggesied that lateral force 
between the particles is isotropic in the plane. However, the force acting in the vertical direction, which 
includes Coulomb, gravity, electric field, ion drag forces and others, must be compressive overall. The 
mean i n t e r e c l e  distanms are estimated from the photographs to be 290,u m in the lateral direction and 
220.um in the vertical direction, respectively. 

The time evolutions of the particle density N, diameter d and the Wigner-Seitz radius a [3/(4nN)]'" 
determined by MSE are plotted in Fig.5. Discontinuities in the growth rate of the diameter and the 
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Eg.4 Photographs of the Coulomb solid taken Smm (a) side viewport and @) top viewport. and (c) an image of h e  
thne-dimemid s m c h r e .  

Wigner-Seitz radius are seen at 25-30 min. The change occurs when the arrangement starts to be 
recognized in the photographic or video observation. From this correspondence, it is suggested that 
Coulomb solidification occurs in that period. The discontinuity in the density or the Wigner-Seitz radius 
at solidification is considered to occur as follows. Before solidification, the particle density is too high, 
so that the particles can not attach enough electrons to couple strongly with each other(2), and they 
escape easily from the plasma region. However, as the density decreases and the particle charge 
increases, the particles begin to interact mutually via shielded Coulomb potential to form the solidified 
state by reducing the free energy of the state( 11). Then, their loss is suppressed and the density is kept 
almost constant. The growth rate of particles is constant at Mnm/min before the solidification. It slows 
down to 19 ndmin  just after the solidification, and then to 5 nm min at 180 min, although it is still much 
larger than the film deposition rate on the grounded electrode of 0.9 nmlmin.. From the discontinuity in 
the parhcle growth rate, it appears that the growth mechanism changes after the solidification. Although 
details have not yet been clarified for the early fast growth rate, it might be related to mutual coalescence 
and ion reactions, as has been argued for particle growth in silane plasma(12,13). The slower growth 
after the solidification can be attributed to deposition only by neutral radicals. The transport of neutral 
radicals to p d c l e s  in plasma is governed by the free flux due to their thermal motion in contrast to the 
diffusional transport to the electrode. 

The negative charge -Q (Qzo) on each particle was evaluated from the particle diameter d and particle 
density N by the equation 

a, 
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Fig.5 Temporal varialians of density. mean diameter and 
Wigner-Seim radius of particles ob?ained by MSE. 

Fig6 Estimated time vadatims of the partlde charge Q 
and thc raeo of cleclmn density m to ion demity lu. 
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electron temperature. Ti the ion temperature, ne the Id: I I I 

electron density and ni the ion density. The densities of 
charged particles are related by the relation for charge 
neutrality as ne + (Q/e)N = Ni. Equation (2) is based on 
the balance between the electron current and the ion current 

limited probe theory (14) with ne # ni, under the 
assumption of a non drifting Maxwellian velocity 

Values of Q and ne were calculated from these equations 
with the assumed values of lo9 cm” for the ion density, 3 
eV for the electron temperature and 0.03 eV for the ion 
temperature, which were estimated from values measured I , I 1 
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where a is the Wigner-Seitz radius defined before, A D is the Debye length, calculated to be 40,u m from 
the ion density and the ion temperature given above, and T is the particle temperature. Fig. 7 shows the 
variation of r calculated from the data of Fig. 6 under the assumption T = Ti. As shown, r increases 
rapidly at first, reaching about 200 at the time of solidification, and then changes slowly. The r value 
of 200 for the liquid-to-solid phase transition is close to the value of around 170 calculated by a Monte 
Car10 simulation (1 1). The change in r also supports the view that the transition has occurred at 25-30 
min. It has been reported that a Coulomb solid can be formed only with monodisperse particles (16). 
From our experiment, it can be concluded that monodisperse spherical particles have been grown by 
deposition, and this has helped the formation of a Coulomb solid through a liquid phase in the plasma. 

PRESSURE (Pa) 

Fig.8 Dependence of the particle growth rate on the rf 
power at a fixed pressure of 40 Pa. 

Fig9 Dependence of the particle growth rate on the 
gas pressure at a fixed rf power of 5 W. 
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Under various plasma conditions, particle growth rate 
before Coulomb crystal formation was evaluated using 
MSE. The dependence of the growth rate on the rf power 
at a pressure of 40 Pa is shown in Fig.8. It is seen that the 
growth rate increases linearly up to 5 W, but then slows 
down. This means that the coating process goes into the 
gas supply rate-limiting condition. Under the rf power 
more than 10 W, particles tended to be concentrated in 
positions of strong electric field. Fig.9 shows the pressure 
dependence of the growth rate at a fixed rf power of 5 W. 
Maximum growth rate was obtained at 40 Pa. It is 
suggested that the increase in the growth rate with pressure 
up to 40 Pa is due to the increase in the production rate of 
depositing precursors. However, at higher pressure the 
electron energy tends to decrease, and possibly it causes the 
lowering of the production rate and makes the the growth 
rate slower. 
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Fig. 10 The growth rate of carbon particles with 
methane and ethylene as source gases. 

Instead of methane we tried to supply ethylene as an alternative source gas into the reactor under the 
same plasma conditions (gas pressure of 40 Pa an rf power power of 5 W). As seen in Fig.10, the 
growth rate increased by a factor of about 1.7. Thus, it is suggested that in the ethylene plasma main 
depositing precursor may contain two carbon atoms, if the density is comparable to the precursor in the 
methane plasma (presumably methyl radical). Otherwise, if the precursor is the same as in the methane 
plasma, its production rate must be faster by that factor. However, it should be noted that the particle 
nucleation through polymerization of precursors in the plasma may occur if the supply of precursors is 
too fast. Actually, with ethylene gas of 40 Pa in this experiment, the generation of particle nuclei was 
observed when the discharge power became higher than 10 W. 

We tried also to put a metal ring (3.5 cm in outer dmneter, 3 cm in inner diameter and 0.3 cm in 
thickness) on the grounded electrode in order to modify the electric field for suppressing the radial loss of 
particles. Then, it was observed noticeably that he density loss of particles trapped over the inner circle 
became much smaller after the solidlfication. Based on the experimental background given above, the 
synthesis of particles with tailored structures is going to be performed, e.g., by switching the source gases 
from methane to silane or by coating the particles with vaporized metal. 
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